Expertly designed and fitted

NEST SYSTEMS
Traditional laying nests to achieve

the highest amount of consumption eggs

JEL Poultry
Fitted systems for optimum comfort and productivity

jelpoultry.co.uk

Reliable, durable
and thoroughly tested
poultry equipment.
Proven worldwide
since 1962.

Breedio Nest System
For the highest amount of perfect quality hatching eggs.
The Breedio nest with center egg belt offers a quiet and hygienic place for
birds to lay their egg. Eggs have minimal contact with the open and soft mat.
The short rolling distance to the egg belt preserves the quality of the egg. The
curved design of the automatic expel system provides a bigger internal volume
for the birds.
Holes on top of the expel system provides a better air circulation. The plastic
structure of the nest doesn’t allow bacterial growth and is very unattractive for
lice and mite.

Plastic slats
The slats are designed to give optimal support and grip to the birds feet. This
is not only important in order to avoid leg problems but also gives optimum
support during mating. Good manure passage allows hygienic conditions and
contributes to clean slats and nests.

Options:
Crossovers
Egg collection table
Manure belts underneath slats
Egg collection cross conveyors

Why choose our Breedio Nest system?
Maximum number of first class hatching
eggs
Up to 50% labour saving
Improved hygiene

Hatchery Packers

Cracked and dirty egg numbers are kept
to a minimum

Egg counters

Easy to install
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Nest System
Traditional laying nest to achieve the highest
amount of consumption eggs

JEL Poultry

Fitted systems for optimum comfort and productivity

Why choose our Nest system?
Well accepted by the birds
High egg quality
Less floor eggs
Hygienic environment
Easy to manage
Automation of egg collection

Options:
Wire or plastic slats
Slat on top
Manure belts underneath slatted area
Anti-perching device on roof
Different extras for nest (Egg curtains,
nest rejection grid)

Our Nest system provides a very hygienic environment for egg production and
helps in reducing heat accumulation inside the nest. The nest material is also
very unattractive for red-mite.

Egg collection systems (cross belts,
collection tables, elevator)
Water pressure regulation

The nest provides hens with a comfortable
and hygienic environment to lay their eggs.
The high nest entrance allows birds to easily
enter and leave the nest, sliced curtains at
the entrance create shadows in the nest and
therefore help to avoid mislaid eggs. At night
the floor is lifted and the nest is closed so the
birds have no entrance and the nest keeps
clean.
Inside the nest an Astroturf mat keeps the nest
clean and hygienic and provides the hen with
a comfortable surface for laying the eggs. The
egg has a short rolling distance from the nest to
the egg belt in the centre of the nest, this also
avoids cracked eggs. Drinker line in front of the
nest leads to high nest acceptance and usage.

Various designs
The nests are available in various designs single nests,
double tier and the nest is also incorporated in our aviary
systems. Different types of egg collection systems can be
combined with the nest depending on your wishes.

All systems can be adapted to fit your facility perfectly. We’re here to help - please call us for more information
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Call us for advice on how to optimise easy management,
animal welfare -  and maximise profitability.
Unit 2/3 West Quay | Humber Bank South
Grimsby Docks | North East Lincolnshire
info@jelpoultry.co.uk

+44 (0)1472 841059

+44 (0)7961 078 428
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